
Background to this article
Some time ago I covered the 1920

Penny dot coins (CAB November 2011)
and now I am continuing this job by
investigating the adjacent coin dated
1919. What attracts a variety collector
to these pennies are the combinations
of dots about the scrolls and the date
numerals on the reverse striking dies
The background for the activities in

the mints and of the dies used at that
time has been covered extensively by
researchers and there is no point in re-
peating this information here. Required
reading to cover this subject is:  John
Sharples Australian coins 1919 to 1924
(JNNA 1 1985), Penny reverse master dies
(JNNA 6 1992), Paul Holland Master dies
and tools from the Royal Mint (JNAA 20
2009) and Jon Saxton Die Variations in
early commonwealth coinage (CABMay
2009). The 1919 double dot penny is also
covered well by The Sandpit, The Blue
sheet and Triton web sites.

The year 1919 was an uncertain year
for the Australian Mints who were geared
up for the change to the nickel-based
square design for halfpennies and penn-
ies but had no firm go ahead from the
government. Ultimately the square des-
ign was dropped and millions of round
copper coins were ordered instead. See
photos 1 and 2 opposite for typical 1919
pennies. These images show a nice con-
dition EF grade with sharp rim beads
and a dot under bottom scroll (DUBS)
the dot clearly placed to the left of centre
and secondly a well used double dot
(DBLDOT) coin. Note the various die/
striking features such as the soft top
scroll, curved base letters on the DUBS
coin, flat base letters and indistinct rim
beading on the DBLDOT coin. Note also
the dot placing on the DBLDOT coin.
Both the Melbourne and the Sydney

mints stamped out 1919 pennies. The
work of John Sharples in analyzing mint
records indicates that working dies were
obtained from different sources. At first
fully dated hardened working dies were
obtained from the London mint. At some
point it became clear that this quantity
would not produce the amount of coin
ordered and the Melbourne mint “cloned”
more working dies by using a pair of
unused dies as hubbing dies. As a back-
stop the Calcutta mint also supplied
unhardened part finished dies and the
Melbourne mint completed these dies to
a working state. It is not clear if the
Calcutta dies were dated fully or part-

dated with digits added here by punch-
ing. I suspect the latter after observing
the date variations of my sample coins. 
Thus we have three distinct sources of

dies allowing the possibilities of three
essential types of variety of both the
reverse and obverse strikings. In this
article I confine my observations to the
reverse side of the coin concentrating on
the date and dot variations. Catalogues
give the total mintage of 1919 pennies as
about 5 million. To stamp out that num-
ber of coins at an average of 50 thousand
coins per die there should have been
hundreds of obverse and reverse striking
dies used. The mint records as analysed
by John Sharples indicate a similar
total. 
The meaning of the dots is not clear.

It is tempting to assign the no dot coins
to the London-sourced dies, the dot coins
to the Melbourne cloned and finished
Calcutta dies and the double dot coins
to the Sydney mint but that is just spec-
ulation as in the end there were dies
migrating back and forth between the
mints in order to meet the demand. What
is clear is that the dot placements vary
considerably as once more appear to
have been punched by hand aim onto
the intermediate hubs or even possibly
into the striking dies themselves in some
cases. I decided to survey the coins in
my collection and see what I could see
that ties in with the facts and my above
notions.

My holdings
I found I have a total of about 250

pennies dated 1919. The bulk of the  coins
were in a shoebox and the remainder
logged into my variety/error collection
with the usual descriptions of dot type,
die crack, misstrike etc. All are circulated
and in the grade range aF to EF.
To get my bearings I set about sorting

the coins out into basic dot combinations
and viewed each coin via a scanning mi-
croscope on a monitor screen to get a
feeling of any features that may reoccur.
I have to say most of my coins are  a

sorry looking lot and point to how far
the dies were pushed to make up the
mintage with possibly a shallow strike
depth to start with. Most coins show die
damage of one sort or another as well as
circulation wear. As I progressed I found
that as well as many dot positions I was
seeing several distinct repetitions of date
and rim type which I will enlarge upon
later on.

First run through
I sorted the coins into “no dot” and

“dot” types and found this result.

The suggestion from this tiny sample
lot is the NODOT coins outnumber the
DOT coins two to one and DBLDOT
coins are rare.  Six double dots would be
a biased quantity because some of my
double dots were purchased not found
by searching. The NODOT coins were
put aside for later examination and at-
tention paid to the dot bearing coins. Now
before you get too excited let me explain
about the DOTS “dot over top scroll”

THE 1919 PENNY
DATES DOTS AND DUDS

Photo 1  DUBS EF coin

Photo 2  DBLDOT well used coin

Photo 3 false DOTS coin.

Table 1
NODOT (no dot) 148
DUBS (dot under bottom scroll) 96
DBLDOT (double dot) 6 

(one
a fake)

DOTS (dot over top scroll) 1 false



coin and we will put that one to bed.
Most of my coins were collected decades
ago where I was fairly ignorant of the
finer points and finding a 1919 or 1920
coin with dots anywhere about the scrolls

seemed pretty natural. Thus a 1919
DOTS coin seemed as likely as a 1920
DOTS. However when the coin is exam-
ined it turns out to have a false dot, simply
being a die defect. See photo 3. 

Double Dots and Duds
I then directed my attention to the

DBLDOT coins and here I found myself
again a victim of my previous ignor-
ance. One of my DBLDOT coins is a
fake! Collectors have recognized that a
genuine double dot coin will also probably
carry the distinctive die marker about the
A in Australia. 
On close examination this can be seen

as defects where the surface of the die
has eroded above the “A” creating a
mound on the struck coin. As well the die
perimeter was mushrooming with a loss
of beads and there is a stress line simi-
lar to a die crack visible. See photo 4 for a
good view of the upper dot, the top of
the A and the line bridging the A U and
S letters. There may be perfect double
dot coins from the first die strikes with-
out these lines but I have seen or not
heard of one yet. Also there is a stress
line bridging the  right hand point of
the “F” to the left hand side of the “A”.
This line appears on three of  five of my
double dot coins. Under high magnifica-
tion there are other stress lines in that
area which are probably the portents of
circular cracks.
The dots on a genuine double dot coin

are also quite distinctive in position and
nature compared to other dot coins. Note

Photo 4 the double die marker above A

Photo 5 genuine top dot

Photo 7 genuine bottom dot Photo 8 bottom dot magnified

Photo 6 top dot magnified.



how the top dot is well set into the struck
coin with a distinctive “moat” around
the dot. This suggested to me that the
punch used to create the dot has been
hammered well and truly into either a
partially hardened hub or even a strik-
ing die distorting the shape while doing
so. The top dot has quite an oval shape
see photo 5 for a close up and photo 6 for
a micro view.
The bottom dot is offset to the left of the

bottom scroll and nicely formed sugges-
ting having been punched in with a firm
blow into soft metal but a bit carelessly
for aim, or was it deliberate to exagger-
ate the dot position? See photos 7 for a
close up and photo 8 for the micro view.
My genuine coins have the same dot type
as other genuine coins shown by other
collectors. It appears that the number
of these coins struck may have been off

one reverse striking die and the number
struck may be up to fifty thousand or
about 1% of the year total.
Having established what the dots

should look like we come back to my fake
discovery; one of my precious double dott-
ers, see photo 12, has the dots punched
ONTO THE COIN! I was even more
mortified when a check on my coins reg-
ister showed I had purchased the coin
from a well-known seller. I hope all the
silver and gold coins in his retirement
portfolio turn to lead! 
Check out photo 9 for the top dot

shape and photo 10 for the bottom dot
shape. You will note that unlike the gen-
uine variety both these fake top and
bottom dots are the same shape from
the same hollow end punch. So buyer
beware and always test a double dot
coin four ways.

One, ensure the top dot appears well
sunk in centre to the scroll with a moat
surround and looks oval shape. Two, the
bottom dot is large, round and offset to
the left of the scroll centre. Three, the
“lump” should be visible over the A depen-
ding on when the defect started to show
and may show as a crack similar to my
coin in photo 4. Four, the date numerals
are flat based the rim lettering shows
some slightly fishtailed feet but mainly
flat.
There is also a coin seen with a “die

defect” (my judgment) which makes a
DUBS coin look like a DBLDOT coin.
See photo 11. This coin has a lower dot
fairly well centreed and the faintest “dot”
over the top scroll set off to the left. There
is no die marker about the A of Aust-
ralia. Is this coin a genuine die strike with
a weakly marked top dot or, as I believe,
just a fortunately placed coin defect? I
have only seen one and would glad to be
advised of any others.

Dot under bottom scroll
Next I logged the positions of the dot

under the bottom scroll and at the same
time looked at the dates to see if there
is any variation there. For the moment I’ll
stay with the dot position and discuss
the date variation later.
The dot position can be expressed in

general terms as being left of centre, on
centre and right of centre on the horiz-
ontal plane. In vertical terms it may be
close, or medium, or low in distance to
the scroll. As well, the dot could be classed
as small or large. There is considerable
scope for error here as the viewing was
done “by eye” through a scanning micro-
scope not by measurement and distances
become very subjective depending on
how well struck or worn the coin is. How-
ever, clearly the dot position sometimes
is left or right of the centre line and
clearly some dots are close and some are
further away and clearly some dots are
very lightly struck while others are large
and recessed. 
This check of position was done on 100

Photo 9 top dud dot

Photo 11 false DBLDOT coin. Photo 12 my fake DBLDOT coin.

Photo 10-bottom dud dot.

Table 2
Label Dot Horizontal Vertical Percentage

A S C M 30
B S LC M 18
C S LC L 7
D S LC L 9
E S RC C 2
F L C C 22
G L LC M 6
H L C L 6



odd coins and using a labeling scheme:
S=small, L=large for size, LC=left centre,
C=centre,  RC=right centre for horizontal
and  M=medium and  L = low for vertical.
Thus a coin could be an “S- C -M” being

a Small dot, on Centre and Medium vert-
ical distance.
I identified eight broadly different dot

positions and going by the very low sam-
ple number and how you measure them
would expect more to be found. It is poss-
ible each hubbing die was marked and
the combinations listed in Table 2 could
be a start for hub or die classification.
Any closer search would have to involve

a measuring system such as a grid ref-
erence in fractions of a mm in relation-
ship to known fixed points on the coin
surface. Unfortunately this would in-
volve thousands of coins and high grade
ones at that to do the job properly. How
I wish mint dies had been marked with
serial numbers on the face such as our
note collecting friends have “plate identif-
ication numbers” or as in industry where
we automatically placed identification
numbers on our dies, moulds and patt-
erns. Such a system would have given
us a whole new collecting opportunity!  
I was most interested in “L- LC- M”

coins and any relationship with the

double dot coin that has a similar lower
dot position. I hoped that I might find a
single dot coin with the “A” marker as in
photo 4 indicating that die being over
struck later with an additional top dot
but found no such indication on my coins.
Photos 13 to 21 show a group of typi-

cal placing and sizes. The three in the
left column are dots to the left of centre,
the middle column three are dots on
centre and the right column there are
dots to the right all in various vertical
positions.
For the purpose of listing at this time

and keeping in mind the number of dot
positions may stretch to many dozens
and to keep some sanity I would restrict
the dot varieties at the present as shown
in table 3. I have ignored all fine posit-
ions and stuck to simplicity.

Curved base letters
After looking at many coins it is appar-

ent that a coin can have all flat base
letters or all curved base letters or a

mixture. There is no hard and fast rule
and possibly the effect is random. If the
curving occurs when stamping the coins
then the effect will be random. If the
curving is already present on the hub-
bing die then there may be coins with
identical curving. The only notion I could
glean from such a small sample is that
the dot coins seem to be more likely to
have curving than the no dots which
appear to have a higher relief and better
struck. Curving can be present on well
struck higher grade coins as well as
poorly struck coins. 

The date
I had noted previously that there app-

eared to be curved foot 1’s and 9’s tilted
slightly right or left. I showed these
varieties in my book on coins. Any per-
ceived variations to the date numbers
could be due to distortion of the outer
diameter of the die during manufactur-
ing of the striking dies or in coin strik-
ing. This is very obvious where the dis-
tortion shows up as “fishtails” on the date
numbers. However after viewing all the
coins several time I could see a pattern
emerging splitting the coins into three
groups. There were coins with flat-based
numbers, coins with mismatched feet

Dots left of centre Dots on centre Dots right of centre

13

16

19 20 21

17 18

14 15

Table 3.
Label Dot
A NODOT
B DUBS
C DBLDOT



and coins with fishtailed feet. This
suggested to me the flat based 1’s were
derived from the London die issue, the
curved base 1’s distorting possibly from
die hubbing or coin striking and the odd
1’s from the end numerals being punched
in with number tools onto partly num-
bered hubs possibly the Calcutta derived
dies.
At the same time I became conscious

again of the possible different placing of
the last 9. I embarked on a mission to
scan all the dates on my coins upload
these into a computer and either meas-
ure or compare the dates and try to firm
up my impressions. 
On magnifying the samples to about

15 times I printed a selection of dates on

paper and carried out careful measure-
ment by rule and pencil. I could also
view the frames in succession on my
large screen and watch the last 9 and
the 1’s squirm about! For measuring I
selected the ever-present dots on either
side of the date and the throat of the first
one as the reference points. The first 1
and 9 are pretty much locked in the same
place on all coins with some small move-
ment resulting from hobbing and stamp-
ing distortion.  The second 1, while also
being locked in position has a variety of
the feet and varies in height. The last 9
moves around mainly in rotation as much
as north-south.
I settled on three positions for the 9

and show these three in conjunction with

flat-based numbers. Note that these
coins have not been selected to win a
beauty contest – just to show the position.
There is not much in the differences.
The overall width of the date is about
the same on all coins the 9 rotates about
centre and shifts minutely sideways.
In Photo 22 the 9 is rotated anti clock-

wise with a foot to tip base line between
the 1 and 9 of 22 units, width of date
116 units. Photo 23 the 9 is on radius
the foot width is 20 units; the date
width is 116 units. Photo 23 the 9 is ro-
tated clockwise the foot width is 18
units and the date width is 114 units.
I know it “looks” further away from
the 1 but that’s because of the angle of
its centre line. It’s actually closer! The
units mentioned above are mm in a
scale of 1:15 so we are talking about
0.06 mm per unit not a big difference to
the eye.
Coming back to actual feet shape I

found three distinct shapes but did not
try to reconcile these with any dot vari-
ations as my sample is too small.   
In Photo 25 I show all flat feet which

on some coins almost look convex, Photo
26 one flat foot and one slightly curved
foot the “odd” pair and Photo 27 the
curved and different ones with a shorter
second 1. This variety is so different
from the others I suspect a hand
punched numeral on a hubbing die and
there were obviously some difficulties in
getting the 1’s fully formed and hubbed
onto the striking dies.
For the purpose of listing at this point

in time I would suggest six labels in
table 4 to cover the date variations.

Photo 22  nine leans left Photo 23  nine on radius Photo 24 nine leans right.

Photo 25 flat feet. Photo 26 odd feet. Photo 27 curved feet.

Photo 28 N spurs



Spurs on the N
These show up on a percentage of

coins. See photo 18,19 and 21, which
have faint spurs on the N and photo 28
where a fair amount of activity around
the N can be seen. This is a common
pressing phenomenon as a reflection
from the obverse. I rate this as an error
and not a die variety so this remains
unlisted.

The rim and beads
On a well struck coin in high grade the

rim and beads are usually quite distinct
see photo 1 for an example. On worn cir-
culated coins the rim and beads tend to
merge see photo 2. It is also apparent
that a well struck coin may have quite
elongated beads still showing as separate
items or merging into the rim. Some coins
are so lightly struck in this area that the
beads are non-existent. There are coins
in high grade that still have a proud rim
precluding the idea of wear removing
the beads but little trace of beading. In
other words that’s how they were struck.
The rims appeared to have varying
widths and some coins have round wire
like rims and other quite wide flat rims.
There is distortion in striking or in the
dies themselves that tends to merge the
beads into the rim or elongate the beads.
After a bit of measuring I concluded that
all the beads are pretty much in the same
centre diameter relative to the centre
of the coin. It is the coin diameter that
changes.

Coin diameters
This reintroduced me to the well known

but often forgotten fact that pennies have
different diameters for reasons other

than those caused by wear! I noticed
this when I fabricated a fixture to locate
coins under the scanner. I just hap-
pened to pick up a “small” size 1919
penny to use as a test piece while mak-
ing the fixture and then found to my an-
noyance that lots of pennies were too
big and would not fit. Back to the work-
shop with a “large” 1919 penny and file
out the jaw of the fixture one quarter of
a mm to suit!
I measured one hundred coins, fifty no

dot, fifty dot and the six double dot. Most
coins were a range of 30.7 to 30.8 mm
with a low of 30.6 and a high of 31.02
mm a variation of about 0.4mm. The
double dots were very consistent range
30.72 to 30.77mm. The no dot coins ten-
ded toward a larger diameter than the
dot coins
The coins with the wide rims were

indeed in the upper band 30.8 to 31.0
mm so the rim width derives from the
larger diameter. I did a scan of the bigg-
est coin versus a smaller coin and at x15
magnification measured from the inner
circle to the rim edge at a difference at
0.3mm, which supported direct caliper
measurement. See photos 25, 26, 27 that
show increasing widths of rim and co-
rresponding increasing coin diameters.

I contend now that the differences in
the rim and bead appearance besides
wear are the diameter of the struck coin
and any distortion introduced by stamp-
ing distortion or die distortion or filling.
These are more like striking errors and
I don’t see these differences as varieties
to list or collect. Interestingly the small-
est and the largest coins weighed within
a range of 9.22 to 9.28 gram. Paradoxi-
cally one small coin was 9.28g and one a
large coin 9.22g so weight does not nec-
essarily equate with diameter.

Coin upsets
I have coins ranging up to 40 deg shift

either way of bottom centre. That’s a long
way for a die to rotate and again indi-
cates how long the dies were left running
between checks. Some of the machines

I used in stamping operations had  no
positive locating methods for either die.
The hammer and anvil dies were just
clamped by friction collars with bolts in
both the bed and the ram fixtures and
from the continual hammering could
creep and need resetting from time to
time. Its not too bad if you are stamping
out round flat things like coins but a bit
of a disaster if the object being stamped
is three dimensional and irregularly
shaped. When something gets too far
out of alignment you find out what the
words “spoilage” and “die damage” mean!
Once again on such a low sample I

found no correlation between degree of
upset and type of coin so don’t intend to
list this as a variety to collect, just an
error.

Dies dying
Lastly there is the subject of end of

life for the dies. While some dies get
blunter and start to stamp out fuzzy
looking coins the die is then discarded
for that reason. Some dies may crack,
shatter and finally break up before de-
tection. There are some classic die breaks
and shatters to be found through the
bronze series notably the 1926 penny. In
my error collection I found a reverse die
shatter in a 1919 penny and a typical
circular crack through the letters and
date and show these in Photo 29 and 30.
Hopefully it shows up in the magazine
printing: photo 30 also sports a false top
dot being a small scab on the copper
surface fortunately placed.

Conclusion
So after all these meanderings we find

the 1919 dated coin to be a complex
affair with many dies used to strike the
volume of coins. Some original striking
dies were sourced from the London
mint, some dies cloned from the London
dies by the Melbourne mint and some half
finished dies sourced from the Calcutta
mint and completed in Melbourne.
Both Melbourne and Sydney mints

pressed out coin using a mixture of die
sources. Some reverse dies were marked
with dots the actual reason not clear.
The coins viewed for this article show
variations in the position of the date
numerals, the dots and the rim and bead
appearance.  The factors of dot position
and number position may be used in the
future to designate the type of die variety
for listing in a catalogue or handbook.
The finer variations of weight, size, fine
dot positions and rim and bead varia-
tions are too numerous to list and can
be regarded as production variations or
errors and not define a variety yet. 
That left me to sort out what I would

put in my book as a basic set of 1919
variety coins to collect and I settled on
seven representative coins as shown in

Table 4
Label Variety
A Nine leans left
B Nine on radius
C Nine leans right
1 Feet flat based 
2 Feet odd
3 Feet curved

Photo 29 die shattering Photo 30 circular die cracking



table 5. Coins may have a mixture of
these differences. I also attempt to put
a scale of rarity onto each variety which
is risky owing to the low sample number.
One thing is sure the double dot coin is
rare being recognized for a long time
and being stamped most likely from one
die only.
There are the usual errors seen from

manufacturing such as spurs, misstrikes,
cracks, shatters, upsets and a collector
can have a happy time filling in the die
varieties in a date collection and putting
the error coins into the error collection.
I welcome any feedback on this article

contact me on fred.lever@hotmail.com.
�  �  �

Table 5
Label Variety Foot Rarity
P19A NODOT  flat feet R1
P19B DUBS various feet R1
P19C DBLDOT flat feet R4
P19D Odd 1’s both feet R2
P19E Short 1 curved feet R2
P19F 9 tilts left flat feet R3
P19G 9 tilts right curved feet R4
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